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The Cartesian Circle

Kinds of Certainty

(i) Psychological Certainty

(ii) Normative Certainty

(iii) Scientia



Key Question

I Does Epistemology
necessarily require
aid from
Metaphysics?



Causal and Epistemic Intelligibility

Malebranche

I Without Causal
Intelligibility the
Cartesian philosophy is
still vulnerable from
Pyrrhonian scepticism

I The theory of the Vision
in God. Malebranche’s
Rationalist Epistemic
Foundation

I The Objections of
Antoine Arnauld



Causal and Epistemic Intelligibility

Spinoza

I God/World/Mind: A
Naturalist Rationalism?

I Mind-Body Parallelism.
I The Principle of Sufficient

Reason



Causal and Epistemic Intelligibility
Leibniz

I Two Great Principles:
The PSR and the PNC

I Is Leibniz able to derive
his whole metaphysical
system from these two
great principles?.

I [A]lways in every true
affirmative proposition...
the concept of the
predicate is in a sense
included in that of the
subject. (G II 56)



The Impossibility of Scientia
Locke

I Wisdom comes from
understanding our
cognitive limitations

I Real and Nominal
Essences.

I ’Our ignorance is
infinitely wider than our
knowledge (IV.ii.22),
because [1] we lack
ideas; and, [2] we
cannot discover the
true connections
between our ideas’



Key Questions

1. Once we understand the metaphysical
underpinnings of cognition, is our knowledge of
a superior epistemic status?

2. Does Epistemic Intelligibility require Causal
Intelligibility?

3. Are we able to derive truths concerning the
external world and its metaphysical foundations
from logical inferences based on axioms alone?
If not, why not?

4. Can we doubt the universal applicability of the
Principle of Sufficient Reason?

5. What lessons, if any, could contemporary
epistemologists learn from the rationalists?
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(i) Ideas as immediate objects of
perception
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Reality]
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Innate Ideas

Descartes

I The dissimilarity problem
and the pursuit of truth

I Ideas - Adventitious,
Invented, and Innate

I Clarity and Distinctness



Innate Ideas

Spinoza

I Innate Ideas 8

I Common Notions 4

I Representation



Innate Ideas

Malebranche

I Innate Ideas 8

I Ideas in God 4



Innate Ideas

Leibniz

I Innate Ideas 4

I Monads - Mirrors of the
Universe/God



Innate Ideas

Locke

I Innate Ideas 8

I The Power of
Abstraction 4

I Demonstrative
Knowledge of God and
Morality



Key Questions
1. In what sense do our Ideas ’represent’ the

external world?

2. What is at stake over the debate concerning
innate ideas?

3. What is the connection between ’Ideas’ as
understood by the rationalists and Plato’s
’Ideas’?

4. If we hold the view that Ideas are the ’objects
of perception’ are we prevented from saying
anything intelligible concerning the external
world?

5. Does Locke provide convincing reasons to
reject the theory of innate ideas?

6. Does Leibniz provide a convincing defence of
the theory of innate ideas?
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